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Your New SLA 

• You are currently running your critical  

   applications on a NonStop Server. 

 

• You are confident that your applications will 

   exhibit high availability. 

 

• After all, your NonStop servers are fault-tolerant. 

 

• Your experience is that you expect a system failure  

   about once every five years. 

 

• Your expected recovery time is about four hours. 
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Your New SLA 

• The probability that your system will be down 

   is four hours every 5 years: 

       4 / (24 x 365 x 5) = 0.0001 = 10-4 

 

• The probability that your system 

   will be up is (1 – 0.0001) = 0.9999. 

 

• The availability of your system is four 9s. 

Rule: the number of 9s is the exponent of the failure probability. 
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Your New SLA 

 
• You’ve been given an SLA for a new mission-critical 

    application. 

 

• The SLA calls for six 9s of availability. 

 

• This is 30 seconds of downtime per year 

   or 2.5 minutes every five years. 

 

• It is clear that you need a second system to back up  

   your active production system. 
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Active/Backup Systems 
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Active/Backup Systems 
Failover 

 • An active/backup system comprises two nodes: 

     - a production node (or active node). 

     - a backup node. 

 

• The production node is normally running 

    the application. 

 

• The backup node may be doing other 

   work (such as being used for development). 

 

• Should the active node fail, application processing is  

   moved to the backup node. 

 

• This is called failover. 
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Active/Backup Systems 
Failover 

• Will a backup node give you the required availability? 

 

• You are still up if one node fails - the backup takes over. 

 

 

 

 

 

• However, you are down if both nodes fail. 
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Active/Backup Systems 
Dual-Node Failures 
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Active/Backup Systems 
Dual-Node Failures 

• What is the probability of a dual-node 

   failure? 

 

• The probability that one node with four 

   9s availability will fail is 0.0001 = 10-4. 

 

• The probability that both nodes will fail is 

        10-4 x 10-4 = 10-8. 
 

• The redundant system has an availability of eight 9s. 

Rule: Adding a redundant system doubles your 9s. 
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Active/Backup Systems 
Dual-Node Failures 

• With eight 9s, your system will be  

   down an average of 0.3 seconds per year. 

 

• You can easily meet your new SLA with a 

   backup node. Right? 

 

• Think again! 

 

• You would achieve eight nines if the backup node 

could take over immediately and transparently. 

 

• But it can’t! 
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Active/Backup Systems 
Recovery Time 
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Active/Backup Systems 
Recovery Time 

• It takes a while for a backup node to  

   take over application processing. 

 

• This time is called recovery time. 

 

• During recovery, applications are down. 

 

• Downtime becomes greater. 

 

• Availability becomes less. 

 

• It is imperative to reduce recovery time. 
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Active/Backup Systems 
Recovery Time 

• What has to be done to bring up a backup 

   node? 

 

• Let’s assume that the backup database has 

   been kept up to date via data replication: 

     - Tape backup can take hours to days to 

       restore the database. 
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Active/Backup Systems 
Recovery Time 

 

• The first step is to decide whether or not to  

   fail over to the backup node: 

     - What caused the active node to fail? 

     - Is it better to wait for it to be repaired? 

     - Or will it be faster to bring the backup node online? 

 

• This often requires a management decision: 

     - This decision takes time and adds to recovery time. 
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Active/Backup Systems 
Recovery Time 

• If the decision is made to fail over: 

     - Any work that the backup node is doing 

      (e.g., development) has to be shut down. 

     - Applications have to be loaded  

     - Networks have to be reconfigured. 

     - The database has to be mounted. 

     - The new production node has to be 

       tested.     

 

• This describes a cold standby: 

     - Typical cold standby recovery time is one to three hours. 
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Active/Backup Systems 
Recovery Time 

• Recovery time can be minimized: 

     - Preload applications on the  

       backup node (hot standby). 

     - Script backup procedures to  

       minimize manual efforts. 

     - Ensure that the backup database is current and  

       consistent (use a suitable data replication engine). 

     - Practice, practice, practice. 

 

• Typical recovery times range from: 

     - one to three hours for a cold standby. 

     - ten minutes to one hour for a hot standby. 
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Active/Backup Systems 
Failover Faults 
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Active/Backup Systems 
Failover Faults 

• There is one more factor that affects the 

   availability of an active/backup system: 

     - failover faults. 

 

• A failover fault occurs if the backup  

   node cannot be brought online. 

 

• In this case, we again have a dual-node failure. 
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Active/Backup Systems 
Failover Faults 

• There are many causes of failover faults: 

     - Backup failure – The backup node has  

       failed, and no one noticed. 

     - Configuration drift – Changes made to 

       the active node did not make it to the  

       backup node. 

     - Script error – A failover script was wrong or out-of-date. 

     - Operator error – An error was made in a manual part of 

       the failover procedure.  
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Active/Backup Systems 
Failover Faults 

• When a failover fault occurs, both nodes 

   are down. 

 

• In effect, this is a dual-node failure. 

 

• Failover faults can be minimized by periodic testing: 

     - This is a risky and expensive procedure. 

     - Applications are down during failover testing. 

     - What if things go wrong and the active node cannot be 

       brought back online? 

     - Failover testing is typically done during off-hours 

     - It requires the availability of all senior IT staff. 
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Active/Backup Systems 
Failover Faults 

• The consequence is that failover testing is  

   often not thoroughly performed. 

 

• The failover test often only goes part way. 

 

• Failover tests are typically done once every 

   three to twelve months. 

 

• Some companies never test failover: 

     -  They depend upon faith and hope. 

 

• Failover faults are a serious impediment to high availability. 

 

• A best practice – switch and stay. 
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Active/Backup Systems 
Availability Analysis 
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Active/Backup Systems 
Availability Analysis 

• In an active/backup system, applications are down if: 

     - both the active and backup nodes  

       have failed. or 

 

     - the applications are in the process of 

       being recovered on the backup node, or 

 

     - a failover fault has occurred. 

 

 

• Any of these reduce the availability of the applications. 
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Active/Backup Systems 
Availability Analysis 

• Let us calculate the expected amount of downtime for an 

   application. 

 

• A little bit of math – we’ll keep it to a minimum. 

 

• Let: 

     - f be the probability of failure of a node in the system. 

     - mtbf be the mean (average) time between failures of a node. 

     - mtr be the mean (average) time to recover to the backup. 

     - d be the probability of a failover fault. 
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Active/Backup Systems 
Availability Analysis 

Case 1: Dual-Node Failure 

 

• The probability that one node will fail is f. 

 

• The probability that two nodes will fail is f x f = f2. 

 

• In our example, a node has an availability of four 9s = 0.9999. 

 

• The probability of failure of a node, f, is 0.0001 = 10-4. 

 

• The probability of a dual-node failure is f2 = (10-4)2 = 10-8. 
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Active/Backup Systems 
Availability Analysis 

Case 1: Dual-Node Failure 

 

• An availability of 10-8 is an average downtime of 0.3 seconds 

per year or 1.5 seconds every five years (our assumed mtbf). 

 

• Note: This does not mean that the system will be down 1.5 

seconds every five years due to a dual-node failure: 

     - This is an average. 

     - With our assumed downtime for a node of four hours, the 

       system will be down for four hours every 72,000 years. 

     - Dual-node failures are not very significant! 
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Active/Backup Systems 
Availability Analysis 

Case 1: Dual-Node Failure 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Probability of being down due to a dual-node failure = 

f2 

 

Our example: Average downtime due to dual-node failure = 

 1.5 seconds per five years 
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Active/Backup Systems 
Availability Analysis 

Case 2: Recovery Time 

 

• In our example, the active node fails on the average once 

every five years (mtbf). 

 

• Applications will be down during the recovery time to the 

   backup node (mtr). 

 

• The probability of applications being down during recovery is: 

  mtr / mtbf 

 

• Let us assume that our recovery time is 30 minutes. 

 

• We will be down for 30 minutes every five years while the 

   applications are recovering to the backup node. 
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Active/Backup Systems 
Availability Analysis 

Case 2: Recovery Time 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Probability of being down during recovery = 

mtr / mtbf 

 

Our example: Average downtime due to recovery = 

 30 minutes per five years 
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Active/Backup Systems 
Availability Analysis 

Case 3: Failover Faults 

 

• In our example, the active node fails on the average once every 

five years (mtbf). 

 

• The probability that the active node has failed is f. 

 

• The probability that there will be a failover fault when the 

   active node fails is d. 

 

• The probability of a failover fault is the probability of the 

   failure of the active node AND the probability of a failover fault: 

  f x d 
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Active/Backup Systems 
Availability Analysis 

Case 3: Failover Faults 

 

• In our example, the probability of the active node failing, 

   f, is 10-4. 

 

• Let us assume that the probability of a failure fault following 

the failure of the active node is 10 percent (0.1): 

     - d = 10-1. 

     - One out of every ten failover attempts will fail. 

     - A failover fault on the average every 50 years if no failover 

       tests are done. 

     - Note that this assumes no failover testing 
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Active/Backup Systems 
Availability Analysis 

Case 3: Failover Faults 

 

• The probability of a failure fault is  

  f x d  = 10-4 x 10-1 = 10-5 

 

• This is five 9s. 

 

• Five 9s is a downtime of 5 minutes per year or 15 minutes 

   every 5 years. 
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Active/Backup Systems 
Availability Analysis 

Case 3: Failover Faults 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Probability of a failover fault = 

f x d 

 

Our example: Average downtime due to failover faults = 

 15 minutes per five years 
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Active/Backup Systems 
Availability Analysis 

Case 3: Failover Faults 

 

• Note that this case assumed no failover testing. 

 

• If failover is tested twice per year, there will be eleven 

failovers in five years rather than one. 

 

• But failovers will be much more reliable. 

 

• Experience has shown that this practice will significantly 

  reduce downtime due to failover faults. 
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Active/Backup Systems 
Availability Analysis 

Summary For Our Example 

 

        

Probability of a dual-node failure:                f2 

Probability of being down during recovery:     mtr / mtbf 

Probability of a failover fault:   f x d 

  

 Probability of application downtime: 

  f2 + (mtr / mtbf) + (f x d) 
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Active/Backup Systems 
Availability Analysis 

Summary For Our Example 

 

              per five years  

Downtime due to dual-node failures:       2.5 seconds 

Downtime due to recovery:             30 minutes 

Downtime due to failover faults:            15 minutes 

 Total downtime   45 minutes 
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Active/Backup Systems 
Availability Analysis 

Summary For Our Example 

 

• An average of 45 minutes of downtime every five years 

represents an availability of 0.99998. 

• We have reduced our average downtime from four hours every 

   five years to 45 minutes every five years (good). 

• We have increased our availability from four 9s to almost 

   five 9s (good). 

• We have missed our SLA of six 9s (bad). 
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Active/Backup Systems 
Availability Analysis 

 

What can we do to meet our new SLA? 

 

The answer: 

 

An active/active system. 
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Active/Active Systems 
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Active/Active Systems 
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• An active/active system has two (or more) nodes. 

 

• Every node is actively processing transactions. 

 

• Every node has the same view of the application database. 

 

• Whenever a node makes a change to its copy of the database: 

     - that change is replicated to the other nodes in the system. 
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Active/Active Systems 
Recovery Time 
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• If a node fails, route all transactions to surviving nodes: 

     - Recovery time, mtr, can be as little as several seconds 

       (establish new sessions). 

     - mtr can be effectively zero if clients maintain sessions 

       with all nodes (Example: Casa Ley with OmniPayments) 
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Active/Active Systems 
Failover Faults 
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• It is known that all nodes are operational: 

     - They are actively processing transactions. 

     - There will be no failover faults. 

     - The probability of a failover fault, d, is zero. 
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Active/Active Systems 
Availability 
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• The probability of application downtime is: 

  f2 + (mtr / mtbf) + (f x d) 

• In an active/active system, mtr = seconds, d = 0. 

• Assume mtr  is 15 seconds: 

     - 15 seconds every five years.  

• In our example, f2 = 10-8. 

• mtr / mtbf = 9 x 10-8. 

• f2 + (mtr / mtbf) = 10-7. 

• This is seven 9s. 

• We meet our SLA of six 9s. 
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Active/Active Systems 
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• Another advantage of active/active systems: 

     - No planned downtime. 

     - Simply switch all traffic to one node. 

     - Then upgrade the other node. 

     - Repeat for opposite node. 
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Active/Active Systems 
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• Active/Active systems provide true continuous availability. 

 

• If a node fails, no one notices. 

 

• If a data center blows up,  

   no one notices. 
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Summary 
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Summary 
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• Availability of an active/backup system is strongly affected 

   by recovery time and the possibility of failover faults. 

• These factors are eliminated with Active/Active systems. 

• If you are using NonStop systems and need an availability 

   exceeding five 9s: 

     - Consider an active/active architecture. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• There are many examples of NonStop active/active systems 

   that have been in service for decades without a failure. 
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Thanks for Attending 

The material for this presentation has been taken 

from the article archives of 

 

www.availabilitydigest.com  

a free monthly publication concerning 

continuously available systems. 

http://www.availabilitydigest.com/

